Evaluation of a portable assembly catheter simulator using a 3D-printed heart model for percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy in developing countries
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Abstract

Aims: We developed a catheter simulator for percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy (PTMC) based on the data from a patient with mitral valve stenosis. The simulator has the following characteristics: 1) the simulator is portable and easy to assemble and disassemble, 2) the cardiac portion is created using a 3D-printer, based on patient computed tomography data, 3) the simulator uses a foot-operated water pump to create pulsatile flow, and 4) the fossa ovalis in the atrial septum of the heart model is made of a thin polyurethane membrane and is interchangeable. We aimed to assess the effectiveness of this novel simulator for training in PTMC using the Inoue balloon in developing countries.

Methods and results: We used this simulator for training in the National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases in Bangladesh (13 physicians), and in Kenyatta National Hospital in Kenya (11 physicians). The effectiveness of training was evaluated by questionnaire and the procedure time in simulation. The questionnaire obtained from the trainees showed that the model scored 4.7±0.5 for realism, utility of pulsatile flow scored 4.7±0.5, simulator utility scored 4.9±0.3, and the effect of training on PTMC performance scored 4.9±0.5. The procedure time in simulation was shortened from 30.0±12.6 min (first time), to 23.4±11.9 min (second time) and to 20.4±11.1 min (third time) (p<0.01).

Conclusions: The novel portable assembly catheter simulator using a 3D-printed heart model for PTMC received positive comments and improved the skills of trainees.
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Introduction

Rheumatic fever is a leading cause of valvular heart disease, especially in developing countries with large populations and poor quality public health provisions, and rheumatic heart disease (RHD) is a major public health problem. Therefore, there is a need for skilled cardiologists, and especially interventionists, to treat rheumatic valvular disease. However, there is often a shortage of skilled physicians, and the training of qualified medical teams is hindered by socioeconomic factors. In light of these factors, teams from other countries have directly assisted local surgeons, and the effort has achieved considerable success. However, the number of patients who benefit from this approach is limited. Training a local heart team is a reasonable solution. Teaching catheter intervention techniques is a challenge, and simulation-based training is reportedly effective. However, quantitative assessment of simulation-based training has not been reported. We developed a novel catheter simulator for the training of percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy (PTMC). The purpose of the present study was to assess the effectiveness of this novel simulator for training PTMC using the Inoue balloon in developing countries.

Methods

The simulator consisted of a water tank (length 500 mm, width 385 mm, depth 170 mm), a heart model, a rubber tube representing the inferior vena cava and femoral vein, and a foot-operated water pump (Figure 1). The heart model was constructed with a 3D printer (crossEffect Inc., Kyoto, Japan) using polyurethane resin, based on patient computed tomography (CT) data. The cardiac portion of the simulator was translucent, and the right and left ventricles were omitted to better visualise the catheter movement. The fossa ovalis in the atrial septum of the heart model was made of a thin polyurethane membrane and was interchangeable. The simulator used a foot pump to create physiological pulsatile flow. The pump drew water from the water tank and discharged water into the left atrium. The suction tube was connected to a translucent cup. By covering the mitral annulus with the translucent cap, a pulsatile flow that sucked the Inoue balloon catheter into the translucent cap was made (Figure 2). Utilising the flow to navigate the Inoue balloon catheter into the left ventricle is an important technique in PTMC. Physicians can practice this technique with this simulator.

The effectiveness of the simulation was evaluated by conducting questionnaire surveys after the simulation, and measuring the change in procedure time. In the questionnaire, the participants rated the realism and training potential of the simulator on a Likert scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) (Figure 3). The procedure time (min) was defined as the time from insertion of the 7 Fr sheath to passage of the Inoue balloon into the left ventricle. We used the procedure time as an objective index to evaluate trainee improvement. This training programme aimed at transferring knowledge and developing skills in local heart teams.

Figure 1. Percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy simulator using a 3D-printed heart model. A) Design of the heart model (frontal view). The right and left ventricles are omitted to better visualise the catheter movement. B) The cardiac portion is created using a 3D-printer based on patient computed tomography data. The fossa ovalis in the atrial septum is made of an interchangeable thin polyurethane membrane. C) Overall view of the simulator. D) Simulator packed away in its water tank.
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP 14 Pro (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) software. Continuous variables were presented as mean±standard deviation. A 2-sided p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
The simulator-based training was conducted in the National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases (NICVD), Bangladesh (13 physicians in 5 days from November 4-8, 2018). The training was also conducted in Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH), Kenya (11 physicians in 5 days from December 1-5, 2019). The average age of training participants was 45.1±6.7 years old (NICVD: 45.1±6.7, KNH: 49.3±6.9), the average years of experience as physicians was 20.1±7.0 (NICVD: 17.1±4.3, KNH: 23.6±8.1), and the average years of experience as interventional cardiologists was 7.1±5.2 (NICVD: 5.8±2.9, KNH: 8.7±6.8). 22 out of 24 physicians (91.7%) had experience in PTMC mainly as assistants (NICVD: 13/13 [100%), KNH: 9/11 [81.8%]), and 8 (62%) had experience in PTMC using the Inoue balloon (NICVD: 8/13 [61.5%, KNH: 3/11 [27.2%]). Only 4 out of 24 physicians (16.7%) had experienced simulation-based training for other catheter intervention procedures (NICVD: 2/13 [15.4%, KNH: 2/11 [18.1%]).

The questionnaires completed by all the trainees after the course showed that: realism of the model scored 4.7±0.5 (NICVD: 4.8±0.4, KNH: 4.3±0.8), utility of pulsatile flow scored 4.7±0.6 (NICVD: 5 [all participants scored 5], KNH: 4.5±0.5), simulator utility scored 4.9±0.3 (NICVD: 4.8±0.4, KNH: 4.9±0.3), and the effect of training on PTMC performance scored 4.9±0.4 (NICVD: 4.9±0.3, KNH: 4.8±0.6). The procedure time in the simulation was shortened from 30.0±12.6 min on the first attempt (NICVD: 31.5±10.9, KNH: 27.5±15.6), to 23.4±11.9 min on the second attempt (NICVD: 26.1±10.4, KNH: 20.1±13.6), and 20.4±11.1 min on the third attempt (NICVD: 20.8±10.8, KNH: 19.9±12.3) (Figure 4, p<0.01, paired t-test). The procedure time in simulation was not recorded for three trainees in KNH.

Discussion
The main findings of the present study were that: 1) a novel portable assembly catheter simulator using a 3D-printed heart model

![Figure 2. The translucent cap of the suction tube covering the mitral annulus. The suction tube is connected to a foot pump creating pulsatile flow that sucks the Inoue balloon catheter into the translucent cap.](image)

![Figure 3. Questionnaire for assessing efficacy of catheter simulator training.](image)
with a foot pump to create pulsatile flow for PTMC was effective for training; 2) the simulator was highly rated by the participants as close to actual treatment, and 3) the training shortened the procedure time in simulation.

Mitrval valve stenosis is a common valvular sequel of acute rheumatic fever. There are nearly 33 million people with RHD globally, contributing to approximately 275,000 deaths every year. RHD is still a major problem in developing countries.

PTMC, also known as percutaneous mitral balloon valvotomy, is the first choice of treatment for symptomatic patients with rheumatic mitral valve stenosis. PTMC using the Inoue balloon was first developed by Inoue in 1982. As with other interventional procedures, there is a certain learning curve for mastering PTMC technique using the Inoue balloon catheter, and teaching catheter intervention techniques is a challenge.

Simulation-based training has now been widely accepted as an important tool for procedural training and is seen as a significant future development for interventional cardiology training programs worldwide. The novel simulator presented in this paper does not require a power supply, it can be used with a small amount of water, and it is portable and easy to assemble within one hour. We developed this simulator for use in developing countries with limited power and water supplies.

The training programme also included observation and performance of PTMC in actual patients. During the training period, a total of 25 patients underwent PTMC (NICVD: 13 patients, KNH 12 patients) where the Inoue balloon catheter was used by Dr. Inoue himself or by the training participants under his supervision (Figure 5).

**Limitations**

The present study has several important limitations. First, evaluation of the simulation was done by a questionnaire, which is subjective and may have poor reproducibility. Second, most participants had already carried out PTMC using other balloon

Figure 4. Change in simulation procedure time during training. The blue marker indicates the procedure time of each participant in National Institute of Cardiovascular Disease in Bangladesh, and the red marker indicates the procedure time of each participant in Kenyatta National Hospital in Kenya. Note that the procedure time in simulation was not recorded in three trainees in KNH.

Figure 5. Simulation training and observation and education in an actual percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy (PTMC). A) Simulation training in National Institute of Cardiovascular Disease (NICVD; B) Actual PTMC in NICVD; C) Simulation training in Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH); D) Actual PTMC in KNH.
procedures, which could have influenced the study results. Third, the 3D-printed heart models used in this study were created from patients with typical mitral stenosis, but the variation in heart morphology is much greater in real patients.

Conclusions
A novel assembly catheter simulator using a 3D-printed heart model with a foot pump to create pulsatile flow for PTMC is useful for training physicians in developing countries.

Impact on daily practice
A novel portable assembly catheter simulator using a 3D-printed heart model with a foot pump to create pulsatile flow was developed. The simulator can be used with a small amount of water, and it is portable and easy to assemble. This simulator will be utilised in many developing countries for training of complex catheter procedures.
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